
Why Choose FSC?

Highest standards
They set higher standards than any
other forest certification scheme,
giving users the best assurance that
FSC-certified forests are being
managed responsibly.

Respected and credible
They are the preferred certification
scheme for business and the one most
widely used by members of the
Fortune 500.

Well recognised
The FSC system is recognised by
BREEAM and the UK Government
Timber Procurement Policy, as well as
being the only forest certification
scheme member of ISEAL Alliance,
the global association for sustainability
standards.

What is the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC)?

A non-profit organisation that sets certain standards to make sure that forestry is 
practiced in an environmentally responsible and socially beneficial manner.

FSC ensures there is no:

1. Illegally harvested wood
2. Wood harvested in violation of traditional and human rights
3. Wood from forests in which high conservative values are threatened by

management activities
4. Wood from forests being converted to plantations or non-forest use
5. Wood from forests in which genetically modified trees are planted

What does the FSC Mix label mean?

The timber or fibre is a mix of the following:

     FSC Certified Forests

Forests are managed with consideration for people, wildlife and the environment. They
are audited to meet FSC’s Principles and Criteria.

2   FSC Controlled Wood

FSC controlled wood must be risk assessed against the FSC controlled wood standards and
found to be low risk of the below:

- Illegal logging of wood, no violation of traditional or civil rights.
- Harvested from forests in which high conservation values are threatened by

management activities or from forests being harvested for non-forest uses.
- Harvested from a forest where genetically modified trees are planted.

3   Reclaimed

Pre-consumer reclaimed material is from a process of secondary manufacture or a further
downstream industry, in which the material has not been intentionally produced, is unfit
for end use. E.g. knock o�s, damaged stock, saw dust. 

Post-consumer reclaimed material is material that has been reclaimed from consumers or
by commercial products.
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How can I help?

Choose FSC-certified products
whenever you can. Look for the FSC
labels on corrugated products, bags
and other paper products.

Lookout for FSC logo on product
pages on our website.

For bespoke FSC branded products
talk to your Customer Service
Executive. 
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